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ABSTRACT: Metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) deposited from solution have the potential to form 2-dimensional supramolecular thin films suitable for molecular electronic applications. However, the main challenges lie in achieving selective attachment to the substrate surface, and the integration of organic conductive ligands into the MOF structure to achieve conductivity. The presented results demonstrate that photoemission spectroscopy combined with preparation in a system-attached glovebox can be used to characterize the electronic structure of such systems. The presented results demonstrate that porphyrin-based 2D MOF structures can be produced and that they exhibit similar electronic structure to that of corresponding conventional porphyrin thin films. Porphyrin MOF multilayer thin films were grown on Au substrates prefunctionalized with 4-mercaptopyridine (MP) via incubation in a glovebox, which was connected to an ultrahigh vacuum system outfitted with photoelectron spectroscopy. The thin film growth process was carried out in several sequential steps. In between individual steps the surface was characterized by photoemission spectroscopy to determine the valence bands and evaluate the growth mode of the film. A comprehensive evaluation of X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS), ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), and inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES) data was performed and correlated with density functional theory (DFT) calculations of the density of states (DOS) of the films involved to yield the molecular-level insights into the growth and the electronic properties of MOF-based 2D thin films.
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INTRODUCTION

The past two decades have witnessed a growing interest in the area of metal−organic frameworks (MOFs), an advanced class of functional porous materials that adopts concepts from crystal engineering to self-assembled highly ordered crystalline porous materials.1 MOFs are highly attractive to both academic and industrial communities due to their potential applications in heterogeneous catalysis,2 gas storage,3 gas separation,4 drug delivery,5 sensing,6 or storage devices.7 As crystalline porous coordination polymers, MOFs are constructed by connecting...
metal ions or clusters with organic based ligands. This results in porous crystalline nanoscale frameworks composed of a variety of molecular compounds containing highly tunable empty space for guest molecule adsorption. Meanwhile, this also makes these materials interesting for controlled mass transfer and opens up the prospect of creating tailor designed materials with both electronic and ionic conductivity.

In particular, the self-assembly of conductive MOF structures on wafer-type supports and the investigation of their performance in device structures are of great interest for next-generation electronic device development. Such devices can be manufactured through a combination of standard lithographic techniques and molecular self-assembly of embedded MOF structures. The resultant materials integrating ionic and electronic conductivity in one single structure would exhibit promising applications in energy storage, fuel cells, and other areas. Probably the prime examples are memristive\textsuperscript{6,7} circuit elements as demonstrated by Hewlett-Packard,\textsuperscript{8} which demonstrate the high significance of materials with combined electronic and ionic conductivity for future technological applications. Memristors enable a remarkably simple (compared to transistor/capacitor based classic static or dynamic random access memory (RAM)) design of memory elements, which only need two terminals for read and write operations, while being able to store the information for long times without power.

The well-developed crystal engineering strategy enables us to custom design MOFs structures via the judicious selection of the metal ions and organic linkers, which also suggests the self-assembly of MOF-based device structures with electronic conductivity is viable. Among a variety of organic linkers used to fabricate nano thin films, porphyrin ligand, because of their versatility and functionality, present tremendous potential when combined with suitably chosen active SBUs. However, when applying MOF or related coordination materials on nanoelectronic devices, the main challenges to be addressed lie in applying MOF or related coordination materials on nano-electronic devices, the main challenges to be addressed lie in the electronic structure depending on the layer thickness. In this work, the application of this technique to self-assembled conductive MOF structures is demonstrated. Self-assembled MOF thin films were grown in several steps, while characterizing the electronic structure depending on the layer thickness. In these experiments, MOF thin films composed of TCPP linkers and dicopper paddlewheel secondary building blocks (SBU) were self-assembled on top of SAM-terminated (MP) Au substrates. The TCPP molecule is a prototypical linker-molecule candidate for conductive MOF structures, and well-suited for the presented measurements since similar measurements were already demonstrated successfully on evaporated porphyrin thin films.\textsuperscript{13–17} The molecule MP was chosen as SAM substrate for the structure since it is capable of coordinating to the copper paddlewheels from axial positions while facilitating charge transport. These experiments were accompanied by computational DFT calculations on the DOS of the prepared MOF structures. These calculations showed strong agreement and allowed the interpretation of the photoemission data.

### EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

**Materials:** MOF Materials: MOF Synthesis. Cu(NO$_3$)$_2$ and TCPP (5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl) porphyrin); 4-mercaptopyridine (96%), as well as anhydrous ethanol were purchased from Fisher Scientific. The N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), (ACS, 99.8+%) was obtained from Alfa Aesar, and the thin film Au (100 nm Au deposited on a 20 nm Ti adhesion layer on glass slides) substrates were purchased from EMF Corp. (Ithaca, NY).

**Sample Preparation.** All experiments were performed in a commercial multichamber system (SPES Nano Analysis GmbH, Berlin, Germany) under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions (2 × 10$^{-10}$ mbar base pressure). The system consists of a fast entry lock, transfer chamber for sputtering, and analysis chambers equipped with X-ray, ultraviolet, and inverse photoemission spectroscopy (UPS, UPS, and IPES, respectively). A homemade acrylic glovebox was attached to the load lock to enable a direct transfer of the sample from the sample preparation area into the vacuum. The glovebox was filled with 99.99% N2 and kept under slight overpressure to suppress sample contamination from the ambient environment during sample preparation.

The thin film Au (100 nm thick) substrates were cut into 1 × 1 cm$^2$ pieces and mounted on a substrate holder via screws. This allowed for direct electrical contact between the Au layer and the chamber ground to avoid charging effects. The substrates were then transferred into an UHV chamber for sputtering to clean the Au surface. A SPECS IQE 11/35 ion source with a kinetic energy of 5 keV and an emission current of 20 mA was used, and the sample sputtered for 40 min at an Ar pressure of 4 mbar.\textsuperscript{18}

After sputtering, the clean Au substrates were characterized by the standard measurement beginning with an LIXPS measurement (Mg K$_\alpha$, 1253.6 eV, standby mode: 0.1 mA emission current), then followed by UPS (He I, 21.2182 eV), XPS (Mg K$_\alpha$, 1253.6 eV, 20 mA emission current), and finally an IPES measurement (electron gun, Kimball ELG-2/EGPS-1022, and a Geiger counter with an energy resolution of about 0.43 eV).

The deposition experiments started by loading an Au substrate into the glovebox for the growth of the SAM via incubation. The sample was placed into the bottom of a vial containing the SAM solution (1 mM SAM solution of 4-mercaptopyridine in ethanol stirred at 80 °C for 24 h).
The vial was sealed and placed in the glovebox for 24 h at 40 °C. After cooling the sample to room temperature, it was removed and then rinsed gently with ethanol, deionized water, and dried with a stream of 99.995% N2.

In the first MOF experiment (A), the Au functionalized substrate was alternately immersed into the metal ion solution (13.329 mM Cu(NO3)2 solution in DMF stirred on a hot plate at 80 °C for 24 h) for 12 h followed by an immersion step in the organic ligand solution (1.2645 mM TCPP solution in DMF stirred on a hot plate at 80 °C for 24 h) for an additional 12 h, three sequential incubation cycles were performed in the glovebox at a temperature of 40 °C. In between each immersion step, the substrate was rinsed with fresh DMF and deionized water to remove excessive unbound molecules from the surface, and then dried in a stream of 99.995% N2.

In the first MOF experiment (A), the Au functionalized substrate was alternately immersed into the metal ion solution (13.329 mM Cu(NO3)2 solution in DMF stirred on a hot plate at 80 °C for 24 h) for 12 h followed by an immersion step in the organic ligand solution (1.2645 mM TCPP solution in DMF stirred on a hot plate at 80 °C for 24 h) for an additional 12 h, three sequential incubation cycles were performed in the glovebox at a temperature of 40 °C. In between each immersion step, the substrate was rinsed with fresh DMF and deionized water to remove excessive unbound molecules from the surface, and then dried in a stream of 99.995% N2. Following each individual immersion cycle, the surface was characterized with the above LIXPS/UPS/XPS sequence.

In a control experiment (B), fresh TCPP and Cu(NO3)2 solutions were mixed together in a vial following the same concentrations and conditions reported in the main experiment (A). An identical Au functionalized surface was immersed in the mixed solution for three incubation cycles in the glovebox each for 24 h at 40 °C (identical conditions as in experiment A). After each complete incubation cycle, the substrate was rinsed with DMF and deionized water, and then dried with 99.995% N2. This was followed by transfer into the attached vacuum system and PES characterization.

In the second control experiment (C), the Au functionalized surface was immersed in the TCPP solution (same concentration and experimental conditions as were used in experiment (A)), but the immersion in the Cu(NO3)2 solution was omitted. After the experiment, the sample was inserted into the vacuum system and then characterized by PES.

**Computational Method for DFT Calculations on the Electronic Structure.** The molecular modeling software Gaussian09 was used to perform all-electron DFT calculations on the metalated and free base TCPP molecules connected to copper paddle wheels. The computed structure of TCPP can be seen from Figure 1a and that of CuTCPP is shown in Figure 1b.

The Gaussian basis set 6-311G** and DFT exchange correlation functional B3LYP with 2-dimensional periodic boundary condition were employed. The ground-state geometries of both MOF structures were fully optimized in vacuum, then the electronic structure and the energy levels were calculated. By considering possible deformation and thermal effects in the system, the theoretical DOS spectra are plotted by Gaussian broadening of the intensity around each energy eigenvalue.

The results are compared with experimental UV photoelectron spectra in the Discussion section.

**RESULTS**

The standard LIXPS-UPS-XPS measurement sequence was carried out after each sample preparation step. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the C 1s, N 1s, O 1s, S 2p, Cu 2p, and Au 4f core level emission lines throughout the three experiments A, B, and C.
The bottom spectra correspond to the sputtered Au substrate as measured for experiment A. Experiments B, and C yielded similar spectra. The following spectra correspond to the incubations steps performed on each of the samples. The spectra measured for the clean substrate shows only weak O 1s and C 1s peak emissions at around 531 and 284.8 eV respectively. These peaks are related to residual contamination from the sample holder assembly.

In the first experiment (A), the Au 4f signals were attenuated gradually after each incubation cycle, the third cycle has negligible intensity compared to the first cycle which clearly indicates the surface has a substantial MOF growth with increasing thickness. The intensities before and after incubations allowed for an estimation of deposited layer thickness using the Lambert–Beer law with a mean free path of 0.18 and 33 Å for the emitted electrons of Au 4f through SAM,21,22 and porphyrin derivatives,23,24 respectively. The approximate thickness of the SAM is 0.45 nm, which is commensurate with the length of the molecule assuming it is aligned vertically on top of the Au surface. The individual layer thicknesses of the MOF first cycle, MOF second cycle, and PFO third cycle, are 39.94, 77.13, and 112.7 Å, respectively. The Au 4f emission features of the second (B) and third (C) experiments only show attenuation consistent to the SAM incubation cycle, but there is no further attenuation after incubation in the MOF solutions. This indicates that the MOF only grows if the SBU is present on the surface before the linker is offered.

The S 2p emission feature of the SAM has a binding energy of about 161 eV consistent with S in the thiolate form bonded to an Au surface.25 This emission feature disappeared only in the first experiment (A) during the MOF incubation cycles, while it

Figure 2. C 1s, N 1s, O 1s, Au 4f, S 2p, and Cu 2p core level XPS spectra measured before and after step-by-step incubation on the functionalized Au substrate (A) in the Cu(NO$_3$)$_2$ solution, then in the TCPP solution for three cycles sequentially, (B) in both the Cu(NO$_3$)$_2$ and TCPP solution for three cycles sequentially, and (C) only in a TCPP solution for two cycles.
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Cu(NO₃)₂ deposition step is gradually attenuated, while a sequence of spectra of experiment (A) as the MOF to the initial SAM layer, indicating that no incubation step. Experiment (C) shows again no change relative that some molecules deposited on the surface during the incubation steps. This support no film grew on top of the SAM layer.

The aromatic hydrocarbon related C 1s emission features of both SAM and TCPP multilayers produce a peak at about 285 eV. The distinguishing element in the C 1s spectra of the MOF layer has a smaller emission at about 288 eV, which is related to C—O bonds, which are found in the COOH groups of the MOF. This feature only occurs in experiment (A), while the emissions seen in (B) and (C) retain their shape, intensity, and binding energy during the incubation steps. This support that no film grew on top of the SAM layer.

The O 1s emission featured shows a similar behavior. There is a small O 1s emission feature present after the SAM growth step. This emission line is related to the residual surface contamination of surrounding areas on the substrate holder. In experiment (A), this emission is attenuated at the expense of a strong new peak that is related to the COOH groups present in the MOF film. Control experiment (B) shows a change in the O 1s spectrum due a small amount of deposited Cu(NO₃)₂ indicating that some molecules deposited on the surface during the incubation step. Experiment (C) shows again no change relative to the initial SAM layer, indicating that no film deposition. This clearly shows that Cu(NO₃)₂ needs to be present on the surface before incubation in TCPP if a thin film is to be grown.

The Cu 2p emission from the Cu(NO₃)₂ (orange spectrum) shows only contributions of Cu(I) with a binding energy of 932.4 eV. However, once the TCPP was added onto the surface, the Cu 2p emission (purple spectrum) revealed Cu(II) characteristic at 936.1 eV and additional satellite peaks at 940 and 944.3 eV assuming a Cu paddle wheel SBU was assembled by self-organization in situ by the presence of TCPP. This is also supported by the particular structure of the observed emissions, which agree well with the data published by other groups. In addition, the binding energy of the spectra changes significantly once the MOF film forms. This is seen in the sequence of spectra of experiment (A) as the MOF film grows in thickness. The initial spectrum measured after the Cu(NO₃)₂ deposition step is gradually attenuated, while a spectrum with peaks shifted by about 3 eV to higher binding energy arises. This indicates a charge transfer from the Cu(NO₃)₂ building blocks to the TCPP spacers as the MOF forms.

The analysis of the N 1s spectra sequence is consistent with the Cu 2p series. The initial N 1s spectrum (red) of the SAM shows a broad peak at about 400.1 eV, which confirms the deposition of MP on the Au surface. The N 1s spectra measured during the growth of the MOF film (green spectrum) during experiment (A) exhibit distinctly different emission features that are attributed to a molecule containing pyrolic (—NH—) and iminic (—N═) nitrogen species. These are strong indicators that an interaction between Cu atoms and TCPP molecules took place. These emission lines are located at 397.9 and 399.8 eV, respectively, which are in close agreement with other experiments found in the literature.

In summary, the XPS data clearly show that a layered self-assembly process of an MOF structure occurs between the Cu(NO₃)₂ and TCPP molecular units when Cu(NO₃)₂ is deposited on the surface before the TCPP incubation steps. When Cu(NO₃)₂ and TCPP are directly mixed in solution, this process does not occur, possibly due to the formation of 3D MOF structures in solution which do not deposit on the presented SAM surfaces.

**UPS and LIXPS Measurements.** Prior to each XPS measurement sequence, the samples were characterized with UPS and LIXPS. LIXPS uses the XPS, an X-ray gun in its standby setting, i.e., uses a very low photon density. This low density is still enough to perform a successful measurement of the secondary edge, i.e., the work function can be detected. This approach allows the detection of charging artifacts that often occur during UPS measurements due to the relatively high photon density of UV sources. Especially on organic materials this can be an issue due to the often low conductivity of these materials, which prevents the effective replenishment of photo extracted electrons. This causes charging, which manifests itself in peak shifts. LIXPS is much less affected by charging phenomena, i.e., comparing UPS, and LIXPS work function measurements reveal the onset of charging artifacts in UPS measurements.

The UP- and LIXP-spectra measured in conjunction with the XPS spectra of Figure 2 are shown in Figure 3. The center graph shows the full UP-spectra measured after each experimental step. The left graph shows the corresponding LIXPSa and LIXPSb (dashed lines) spectra as measured before and after the UPS measurements, respectively. The right part shows the valence bands/HOMO regions of the spectra. 0 eV represents the Fermi energy.

The secondary edge feature of the LIXP-spectra, located between 16 and 18 eV, is defined by the work function of the sample (Figure 3, left panel). Each incubation cycle produced intense spectral lines corresponding to the frontier orbital states of the deposited molecules, while strongly attenuating the Au emissions. The secondary cutoff shifted to higher binding energy after each of the incubations, indicating a decrease in the Au surface work function due to the interaction between the surface and the MOF film. The work functions were determined after each incubation step by measuring the high binding energy cutoff at the secondary edge where the spectra ends are located. This value is 15.9752 eV in case for Au. Hence, the work function can be determined by the difference between the energy of the UV photons (21.2182 eV for He I excitation energy) and the Au binding energy (black spectrum) of the secondary edge 15.9752 eV, and by adding the analyzer broadening (analyzer correction factor) of approximately 0.1 eV. Similarly, the work functions of the SAM and MOF, 4.3 and 5.16 eV, respectively, were determined from the LIXPS measurements rather than the UPS measurements to avoid any charging artifacts or photochemical surface modifications that can occur during the UPS measurement.

The valence bands and the HOMO regions after background subtraction are shown in Figure 3, right panel, the bottom (black) spectrum shows the typical emissions for a clean Au surface after in situ sputtering. After step-by-step incubations of the metal ions and the organic ligands, the Au features are attenuated and replaced by emissions related to the valence bands/HOMO levels of the SAM film (red spectrum) and the MOF film (green, blue, and purple spectra).
DISCUSSION

The data show that the film only grows when the surface of the SAM substrate is "seeded" for the growth process with the Cu(NO₃)₂ SBUs. The second control experiment (C) showed that no significant layer growth occurs during incubation in TCPP without a prior deposition of Cu(NO₃)₂. This is a good indicator that a MOF structure is indeed growing. This is supported by the emergence of an additional emission at about 400 eV, which indicates the formation of bonds between the Cu(NO₃)₂ building blocks and the TCPP molecules. Unfortunately, a direct proof of the formed layer structure was not possible with our experimental setup. Since photoemission spectroscopy experiments with in situ preparation require the deposition of ultrathin layers to prevent charging artifacts from occurring the available sample preparation facilities are not setup for the deposition of films thick enough for XRD experiments. Hence, further experiments are needed to clarify the crystal structure directly.

The UPS valence bands spectra of the MOF films show a four-peak structure that closely resembles spectra measured recently on in-vacuum deposited Co metalloporphyrin multilayer films and free base porphyrin. However, the Cu 2p energy shifts to higher binding energies and the N 1s to lower binding energies suggest that the interaction between the Cu(NO₃)₂ building blocks and the TCPP molecules also leads to a metallization of the porphyrin molecules. This was taken into account for the DOS calculations where both free base TCPP and CuTCPP molecules connected to Cu paddlewheels were assembled into the MOF structures. The measured UPS spectrum of free base TCPP in comparison with the calculated DOS structures of both free base TCPP and CuTCPP are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively.

The spectrum is background subtracted, and the calculated DOS curves were shifted to match the peak positions. This was necessary since the calculation was performed on a slab of the MOF structure suspended in vacuum, while the physical film was deposited on an Au/SAM substrate, which references its electronic structure to the substrate surface via interface dipoles. The spectrum shows four emission peaks below the Fermi level. The peaks are at 1.5, 3.75, 6.35, and 8.75 eV in both experiment (black) and computed DOS (red). These emissions can be mainly assigned to C 2p, O 1s, N 2p, Cu 2p, and H 1s orbitals. This is evident from the projected DOS curves in Figures 4 and 5, which show the individual contributions from each of the atomic species present in the prepared films. The Cu 2p emission peak has a major and broader contribution from CuTCPP molecules than TCPP molecules. Not surprisingly, this peak is also the emission feature that shows the most significant differences relative to the spectrum measured on a pure TCPP film. It is denoted from various experiments found in literature that there are significant similarities between UPS spectral features of metalated and H2-porphyrin or H2 phthalocyanine thin films. This concludes that the experimental electronic structure of the deposited MOF multilayer film Figure 4 has similar distinguished
spectral features compared to that of pure TPP multilayer film,\textsuperscript{13,16} but differs from a TCPP monolayer film.\textsuperscript{43}

In the area of the Fermi edge, the experimental spectrum of CuTCPP connected to Cu-paddlewheels (black spectrum) shows a peak of the highest occupied states around 1.5 eV which agrees with the corresponding peaks in the theoretical DOS (red spectra) of free and metalated TCPP in Figures 4 and 5, respectively.

The HOMO orbitals of CuTCPP can be seen in Figure 6a,b with spin-up and spin-down, respectively. The Lowest Unoccupied Molecular (LUMO) orbitals of CuTCPP with spin-up on the upper copper and the other is spin down on the lower copper paddle-wheel are shown in Figure 6c,d, respectively. The band gap value obtained from the DFT calculation for CuTCPP is 2.07 eV. The LUMO and HOMO of TCPP connected to copper paddle wheels can be seen as shown in Figure 6e,f, respectively. The corresponding band gap value obtained from the DFT calculation is 0.95 eV.

The onset of the first UPS peak from the MOF (CuTCPP) experimental result (black spectrum) in Figure 5 located at the lowest binding energy 0.9 eV represents the hole injection barrier $\Phi_h$ of the HOMO level at the Au functionalized surface/MOF interface, and the onset of the first IPES peak from the same experiment (gray spectrum) revealed at $-1.15$ eV which represents the electron injection barrier $\Phi_e$ of the LUMO level which...
was shifted by $-0.43$ eV taking the energy resolution into account as shown in the electronic structure of Figure 7. The corresponding experimental band gap is $2.05$ eV, and this agrees with the transfer gap value of $2.07$ eV obtained from the full range of the computational DFT calculations of the DOS; and this also suggests that the interaction between the Cu(NO$_3$)$_2$ building blocks and the TCPP molecules also leads to a metallization of the porphyrin molecules. In contrast, the transfer gap values for porphyrin and its derivatives vary in the literature from $2.34$ eV up to $2.9$ eV.

The ionization energy ($E_{\text{ion}}$) of the MOF, found to be $6.06$ eV, was determined by adding the work function of the MOF (CuTCPP) to the hole injection barrier. Although the Fermi level is close to the HOMO of the MOF and the hole injection barrier is smaller than the electron injection barrier, it is difficult to infer the conduction type due to the low carrier density in the very thin MOF film (11.27 nm), and the energy of the frontier orbitals of the MOF layered structures depends strongly on the metal work function, and the SAM. The HOMO onset of the SAM revealed at $1.7$ eV which was obtained from the UPS measurement from Figure 3 (red spectrum) and the corresponding HOMO–LUMO gap is $4–4.1$ eV which was adapted from the work published in reference.

MOFs offered the possibility to form significant multilayer growth with high injection barriers due to the self-organization of the MOF on top of an Au functionalized surface. The bond created between the hosting functionalized substrate surface and the MOF offers a path to charge transfer due to the carrier injection barrier of $0.9$ eV.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Self-assembly of metal organic framework was used to generate a self-organized conductive 2D MOF nano film on top of Au functionalized substrate via sequential step-by-step incubation cycles. The growth of the MOF film was determined by ultraviolet and X-ray Photoemission spectroscopy and compared to DFT calculations, and this represents a significant advance with unprecedented investigation.

The increase of the emission features of the C 1s, N 1s, O 1s, and Cu 2p and the decrease of the Au 4f and S 2p obtained through XPS measurement after sequential incubations were reliable indicators of the adsorption and the surface coverage of the MOF film on the surface of the substrate. The control experiments determined that the metal ion, Cu(NO$_3$)$_2$, was an essential and
suitable SBU as a linker between SAM and the arm groups of organic ligand.

The UPS results revealed the orbitals up- or down on the MOF molecules bound to the surface of the Au-functionalized surface and revealed similar emission spectral features in correlation with DFT calculations. The combined results from the first onsets of UP- and IPE-spectra revealed the band gap which strongly agrees with the value obtained from DFT calculations. The orbital line-up showed significant barriers for both hole and electron injections from the Au functionalized surface to the MOF thin film, and this property at the interface is crucial to the design and development of conductive MOF materials that can offer an important breakthrough in molecular electronic devices.
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